ORBAFOAM
CLEANER
DESCRIPTION:

TECHNICAL FEATURES:

Orbafoam Polyurethane cleaner for fresh P.U. foam,
before gets hard.

Colour:

Colourless

APPLICATIONS:

ORBAFOAM CLEANER is essential for cleaning and
maintenance of Orbafoam application gun. Also to
remove the surplus applied foam and the remaining foam
in materials and tools. The cleaner is effective only when
the foam is still fresh. Once gets cured, mechanical
cleaning means have to be use.
Advice: ORBAFOAM CLEANER contains acetone. Can
attack lacked, painted and varnished surfaces, also plastic,
so we recommend not rubbing them off.

Flammable point (DIN 51755):
Solvent:

-18ºC

Acetone

STORAGE:

At least 2 years in its unopened original packaging. Keep in
cool and dry conditions
PRESENTATION :

INSTRUCTIONS:

While handling ORBAFOAM and ORBAFOAM
CLEANER, we recommend wear gloves, safety
goggles and work clothes.
Cleaning of the gun:
Fit the red push-button, apply the product over the adapter
of the gun in order to remove the remaining foam.
Replace the red push-button.
Screw the aerosol into the gun adapter. Apply till the
solvent goes out from the end of the gun (at that stage, the
gun is full of Orbafoam), wait 15 minutes in order that the
cleaner acts, apply again till the solvent that appears at the
end of the gun seems clean. Replace the can and empty
the gun. Dry the gun adapter. We recommend lubricate
the screw with Vaseline.
Important: the cleaning of the gun must be done just after
release the empty can of Orbafoam.

•
•

Aerosol Can 500 cc
Aerosol Can 150 cc

HEALTH AND SAFETY:

ORBAFOAM CLEANER is highly flammable. Not
smoking or handle with a flame while the application of
the product. Working area must be well ventilated. Not
breathing the gases. Under-Pressure Packaging. Not
perforate or spray on a flame, even when empty. Keep off
children.
If get in touched with eyes or nostrils, clean with fresh
water and call the doctor.
Safety sheet available under requirement.
DO NOT WASH HANDS WITH SOLVENTS.
For more information request Safety Data Sheet.

When apply again Orbafoam after a cleaning, must be
sure that the product works properly though a little
quantity of it is wasted.

Cleaning of tools and surroundings
Fit the red push-button and apply the product from a
distance of 20 cm. Clean with a dried cloth. Some
lacquered, painted, and plastics materials could be
attacked by the cleaner, we recommend not rubber on
them.
Important: clean before Orbafoam starts getting hard.

NOTE:
Technical indications and data appearing in this brochure are
based on our current knowledge and experience and we decline all
responsability for consequences derived from inadequate use.
Therefore, our guarantee is limited exclusively to the quality of the
product supplied. This technical information can be modified
without notice. If necessary request it periodically.

